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GLASGOW UNITARIANS
JANUARY 2022

NEWS & VIEWS
From out of time’s immortal hand, the centuries fall like grains of sand.
The years have passed, an era’s done, and now a new day has begun
We meet today where freedom stands,
to join in love our hearts and hands.
May we be through the ages long - In peace secure, in justice strong;
Around our gift of freedom draw the safeguards of a righteous law;
And cast our age in braver mould to let the new years shame the old.
Hymn no 205 - Hymns for Living - ‘In Braver Mould’

to all our readers far and near

2022 is the Chinese Year of the Tiger.
72 Berkeley Street, Glasgow G3 7DS Scottish Charity Number
SCO 16472
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Programme and notices
Sunday Services
2nd January - Tony McNeille - ‘Nature’s Sacred Spirit’ at 7pm on Zoo
9th January - Rev. Rob Whiteman - ‘Modern Knowledge of Jesus’ with the Unitarians in
Edinburgh at 11am on Zoon https://us02web.zoom.us/j/459569403
16th January - Donald & Ruth Jacobs - ‘Re ections on suffering with the book of Job’ at
7pm on Zoom
23rd January - Alison & Neil Spurway - Richard Holloway’s ‘The Heart of Things’: a
selection of readings on the theme of memory and lament, at 11am on Zoom
30th January - Dogo and Daishin - on Buddhism at 7pm on Zoo
Wednesday Meetings
5th January topic to be arranged
12th January meeting with Edinburgh Unitarians
19th January discussion: population & demographic challenges following Radio 4 series
26th January bring a favourite Burns poem to shar
In view of the spread of omicron, the management group have decided to cancel the in
church meeting on Sunday 26th of December in favour of a Zoom only meeting. As
indicated, it is likely that the services in January will also be moved to Zoom. We hope
everyone stays safe and we will send out further updates.
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Despite the encroaching new omicron strain, a reduced
number of the congregation met in the church on
Sunday 12th December for Rev. John Clifford’s service
on boundaries. The craft sale followed downstairs.

Festive Greetings
Wishing all our readers a very happy Christmas and a healthy New Year.
N&V team - Donald, Lyanne and Janet
To our Friends in Glasgow,
I hope you all found something to celebrate, be compassionate about and be
thankful for over the Festive Season and wish you all the Best for 2022. It has
been great getting to know some of you, GUC members and friends,
over the last year on Zoom.
Margery, Unitarians in Edinburgh
Season’s greetings to all and here’s hoping for a better New year.
Sheena Bluer.
We both wish the congregation of Glasgow Unitarian Church
the best and most productive year yet.
Happy New Year! from Margaret and George
Wishing all my fellow Unitarians a happy and healthy 2022.
With love, Margaret McClymont.
Happy New Year, from Unicorn to the Unitarians
Yours ever, Roddy.
Warm wishes to all GUC friends till COVID lets us meet again.
Neil & Alison Spurway
Wishing a peaceful Christmas and a healthy and happy New Year
to all our friends at the Church
From Donald & Ruth
To all members and friends in Glasgow Unitarian Church: Best wishes for
Happiness and Good Health over this Festive Season and in the New Year
With kindest regards from Ruth G.
Barbara and John Clifford
send warm greetings to members and friends of Glasgow Unitarian Church
with hopes that 2022 will be a kinder year for all of us.
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Inspiration (from the Latin in-spir-are, meaning
"to breathe into") refers to an unconscious burst of
creativity in a literary, musical, or other artistic
endeavour. The Greeks believed that inspiration or
"enthusiasm" came from the nine Muses. Similarly, in the
Ancient Norse religions, inspiration derives from the
gods, such as Odin. Inspiration is also a divine matter in
Hebrew poetry. In the Book of Amos, the prophet speaks
of being overwhelmed by God's voice and compelled to
speak. In Christianity, inspiration is a gift of the Holy
Spirit.
In the 19th century, Romantic poets such as Coleridge and Shelley believed that
inspiration came to a poet because the poet was attuned to the divine or mystical
"winds" and because the soul of the poet was able to receive such visions.
In the early 20th century, Sigmund Freud located inspiration in the inner psyche of
the artist. Carl Jung's theory of inspiration suggests that an artist is one who was
attuned to racial memory, which encoded the archetypes of the human mind.
So, there is a Universal recognition in all cultures, throughout history, that
inspiration exists. What are the sources of this mysterious experience - being
inspired?
Scientists estimate that, on average, we have 60,000 thoughts every day. The
majority of these thoughts are repetitive thoughts that we’ve had countless times
before. But once in a while, a distinctive moment occurs in which an original or
even exceptional thought crosses our mind. We have an idea or a stroke of insight
that opens us to new possibilities and transformation.
I like this definition for inspiration - “the creative breath of the divine,” and according
to the Bible, inspiration is an act of grace or a blessing. When we are touched by
inspiration, we feel uplifted, energised, and liberated. It is only natural that we
would want to open ourselves to having more and more inspired moments in our
lives, yet many of us think of inspiration as a flash of lightning that strikes only
rarely . . . or as the ancients believed, a muse that visits us on an unknowable
timetable that is beyond our control
I believe all of us, to some extent or another, can become inspired and be creative
on any number of levels. Creativity is much wider and deeper than the arts - we
can make our lives creative in all sorts of practical ways.....we can be inspired to
take action... to speak out ... to stand up and be counted ... to do a good deed ... to
forgive ... the list is endless!
Here’s a question - What inspires you?

Lyanne
PageMitchell
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The Historic Effects of Glasgow’s Industry on the Climate
and Ecology
Lessons from the Annual Lecture of the Grand Antiquity Society, delivered on
Zoom in November 2021, by Richard Oram.
The building of Glasgow Cathedral in the 12th
century stimulated a population growth that
demanded market gardening and farms to support
it, and was the reason for a local market to serve
the needs of the people. Garden vegetables, as
well as oats and barley were grown, surrounded by
open grazing. For this, the local scrubland of
hazels, alder, birch and willows was destroyed, and
oaks from Loch Lomond-side were bought in to
support buildings. Tannic acid from the oak bark
was used in tanning. Local pottery and glass
industries soon grew up, to satisfy local demand,
and for trade.
Up to the 15th century, foreign trade was only with Europe and the
Mediterranean, so the important Scottish ports were on the East coast. But after
Columbus had discovered the Americas in 1492, opening up new possibilities,
the wonderful natural harbour of the Clyde grew in importance. Bigger ships
were built to travel longer distances, and to bring back more of the exotic
products, sugar and tea, spices and coffee. By the beginning of the 18th century,
it made sense to buy up cheap virgin land in North America and the Caribbean to
plant monocultures of sugar and cotton, destroying large areas of the native flora
and fauna. Working the land in unaccustomed heat was hard for Scots, and
again, it made economic sense to purchase slaves in the slave markets of Africa
and transport them to the New World to work the plantations.
Generally, the product of the plantations was brought back to Glasgow for
processing, so that sugar mills and rum distillation, along with cotton spinning
and weaving joined with the local wool trade. The demand for factory workers
attracted young people from rural areas to settle in and around the city. And, of
course, a shipbuilding industry grew up, as bigger and bigger ships were needed.
Improvements to engines were patented, confirming Glasgow’s pre-eminence in
shipbuilding. An iron industry was required, to build the bigger ships, and again,
this grew up in the Clyde valley, stimulating Scottish coal mining. A dyeing
industry grew up, to support the fabric-weaving mills. The increasing size of
ships, necessitated deepening of the Clyde channels, both by dredging, and by
the building of rubble banks to direct the main current.
As the demand for road transport grew in Britain, raw rubber from plantations in
Malaya was brought to the Clyde to manufacture the belts and tyres, pneumatic
and solid, that were increasingly required.
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Did Glasgow build new houses to accommodate
the influx of workers? Not at first. Initially they
moved into the narrow lanes of dilapidated
medieval tenements which had only the occasional
communal pump to supply water, and only open
drains to drain away effluent. It is no surprise then,
that these slums were rife with typhoid and cholera.
Only after engineer Joseph Bazalgette tackled
similar problems in London, by building an
underground sewage system, and publishing his
theories, in mid-nineteenth century that Glasgow
built its sewage system, and looked further afield
than the local streams to source its drinking water.
Water from Loch Katrine was purified before it
entered the systems of the growing city. And new,
healthier tenements with indoor plumbing were
built to accommodate working people.
Sewage treatment plants were built, first in
Dalmarnock, then at Dalmuir, and most
recently at Shieldhall. The processing has
been refined from producing sludge cakes for
use as fertiliser, with the run-off going in the
river, to dumping at sea, which was only
stopped in 1998 to comply with European
regulations. In 1983 the first salmon returned
to the Clyde.
Locally mined coal, used for domestic heating and to power industry, burned with
much dirty black soot, which clung to the beautiful stonework of the new
tenements, churches and other buildings. By the time I came to Glasgow in the
1960s, most of the older buildings were blackened, and before long, moves to
clean the buildings with sand-blasting, and improve air quality by forbidding coalburning were initiated, and are still ongoing as we come to understand that the
products of fuel-burning, and the escape of other chemical gases are causing the
world’s climate to overheat, with frightening manifestations of drought, excessive
rainfall in other places, wild-fires in old forests, and melting polar ice which is
causing a rise in sea-levels.
As our Scientists study cause and effects, we must all learn to modify our
behaviour to minimise our ‘carbon footprints’. It might be said that humanity has
been too successful, and has become too numerous for the earth to support. We
need to reflect that we are only one or the more recent species of the unknown
millions that have evolved, and that all species are interdependent, and can perish
as conditions change.
Janet Briggs
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William Ellery Channing
He was the foremost Unitarian preacher in the United
States in the early nineteenth century and one of
Unitarianism's leading theologians. He was known for his
articulate and impassioned sermons and public
speeches, and as a prominent thinker in the liberal
theology of the day. Channing's religion and thought were
among the chief influences on the New England
Transcendentalists. The following is a short extract from
an address called "Likeness to God",(1828) Channing believed we can trust that our divine powers can be growing and
developing in us and that we will be ascending towards our Author. We end up
developing what might be called a God's-eye point of view. We begin to take on
one of God's brightest attributes, (according to Channing) : God's benevolence.
The inclination to do good.
To be kind.
To do a charitable thing.
To think about the common good of society, not just our own little self-centered
concerns.
‘Likeness to God is the supreme gift. One can communicate nothing so
precious, glorious, blessed, as oneself. To hold intellectual and moral affinity with
the Supreme Being, to partake his spirit, to be his children by derivations of kindred
excellence, to bear a growing conformity to the perfection which we adore, this is a
felicity which obscures and annihilates all other good. It is only in proportion to this
likeness, that we can enjoy either God or the universe.’
Imago Dei is the Latin translation of "Image of God" as found in Genesis in the
creation story.
William Ellery Channing was very concerned about the imago dei - the idea that
God created humanity in his own image. This concept lies at the root of much of the
teachings about human nature in the Western tradition. Human beings are
supposed to have some sort of sacred nature, to be the children of God in the way
that no other aspect of creation is, because we are the imago dei. The source of
human goodness comes from God by virtue of our likeness to God.
Unitarian Universalist theologian Forrest Church writes this about the problem of the
language and imagery of God:
"...God is not God's name. God is our name for that which is greater than all and
yet present in each--the life force, the ground of being, being itself. So defined, God
is beyond knowing or naming..."
Lyanne
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In 1853 Alexander Thomson was a partner in the rm Baird and Thomson (1849-1856) located at
132 Hope Street, at this time their second address which they occupied from 1853-54. Thomson
had just nished work on the Howard Street warehouse and his early villas including the Knowe.
In 1852 it was decided by the Glasgow Unitarian Church congregation, whose minister was the
youthful and able Rev Henry Crosskey, that their existing church building in Union Street was too
small and they should sell it to raise money to build a larger church just outside the city centre to
the west
The building that was eventually erected at the western corner of St Vincent Street and Pitt Street
was by Thomas Rochead but it is not generally known that Thomson also submitted a design
which was ultimately rejected under controversial circumstances
The church designed by Rochead, which stood from 1856 until its demolition in 1982, was a small
building in Grecian Revival style. To hold 600 people, it had a hexastyle ionic portico with a central
doorway on St Vincent Street which was approached from a few steps on the left and right. The
pillars were un uted and the pediment plain. The west side of the building remained un nished as
it was intended that an attached tenement be built here but this seems never to have happened.
The east side had blank masonry windows as decoration as well as pilasters. The south side was
similar to the east but a section of three panels framed by pilasters protruded in relation to a single
panel on each side
Natural light entered the worship area through glass slabs in the centre of the roof. The interior was
very distinctive with 14 ancient Greek female statues – like the caryatids of the Erechtheion on the
acropolis in Athens – above head level around the walls which carried the gas lighting. The gures
were sculpted in the workshop of J & G Mossman who were the most sought-after sculptors in
Glasgow at this period. Two of these gures can be seen at present in the foyer of the Abbey
building in St Vincent Street. Another of these is in storage in the Glasgow Museum Resource
Centre in Pollock. The 1747 Snetzler organ (later expanded) with a case by Rochead in the form of
a Greek temple is now in the Concert Hall of Glasgow University
Unitarians established a society in Glasgow in 1810 and shortly afterwards acquired a building for
their meetings in Union Street. They were regarded by many as Christian heretics as they did not
believe in the divinity of Christ. However this did not seem to deter architects from submitting plans
for their planned building in St Vincent Street. In July 1853 the Unitarians sold the Union Street
chapel for £5,300 and the site in St Vincent Street/Pitt Street was bought for £2,350 from Lord
Blythswood
The Church Committee of Management decided in 1853 to opt for a competition for their new
church and the architects who submitted were Thomas Rochead, J. Burnet, Gildard and Mcfarlane,
and Baird and Thomson
At rst the design of Alexander Thomson was favoured but it was expensive at £5,792 and he was
asked to modify it “with a view to its cheapening and improvement”.
However Rochead
complained that his plans had not been given justice. The Trustees and Committee now reexamined the plans and decided that Thomson's plan had been “prematurely recommended” and
Rochead's was now chosen as his was not as expensive as at rst thought. Rochhead's plans
were now described as “in every respect superior and better adapted to the requirements of the
congregation”.
However Thomson did not take this change of mind as the last word and he protested and
suggested that a panel of Church representatives along with architects who had not entered the
competition be set up to decide on the matter. (The original letter of 22 February 1854 is in the
Church Minute Book of 1854 held in the Glasgow City Archives.) The Unitarian Trustees rmly
rejected the idea saying that they had the right to decide on their own affairs
Rochead's original design, which was Gothic, was estimated in August 1854 at not less than £4000
which was considered to be too high. He was asked to modify his design so that it would not
exceed £3000. He said he could not modify it without spoiling the proportions and he put forward,
in January 1855, two new designs, a Gothic and a Greek design, with the latter eventually being
chosen by a majority of the congregation
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Thomson and the Glasgow Unitarian Church : A Forgotten Competitio
by Ruth Wright

Transcription of Letter from Baird & Thomson to the Trustees of Glasgow Unitarian Church 22
February 1854
Gentlemen
From the complexion matters have assumed in connexion with the Competition for the new Chapel
proposed to be erected by your body, and the calumnies with which we have been unjustly
assailed in having both acts and motives imputed to us of which we are guiltless
We deem it a duty, no less due to ourselves than the profession to which we belong that such
charges should be met by a thorough investigation – a request we feel assured that honourable
men conscientiously discharging their duty to their constituents and guardians of the interest of
those who con dingly placed themselves in their hands will not refuse
For this purpose we propose, that a Committee of your number be appointed to meet Committee of
Architects, before whom Mr Rochead and ourselves be brought face to face that the allegations of
both parties may be heard and that all sketches, or more material drawings of these sketches, and
estimates, submitted to you in Competition be laid before them for examination and that their
award in reference to these charges and the vote come to on those designs and estimates on the
19th instant – which we dispute – will be held as binding on all the parties
This, Gentlemen, we assure you is to us, no mere matter of pounds, shillings and pence; our fair
fame, which we have hitherto guarded with a jealous care, has been assailed, and the position in
which an architect is placed – altogether apart from his quali cations as an Artist, but as a man,
where integrity ought to be unquestioned having under his care the interests both of employer and
employed – demands from us – so far as it is in our keeping – that the slightest breath of slander
should never have it in its power to assail
Strong in the conviction that we ask no more than justice requires, with less than which – we
assure you– we shall not rest content, and soliciting the favour of an early reply
We ar
With the greatest respec
Your Obedient Servants
Baird & Thomson
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A tight nancial situation was a factor in uencing the design chosen. This was exacerbated by a
difference in theology within the Unitarian denomination for the Glasgow Church with Crosskey as
minister representing the new Unitarian theology of emphasis on personal judgement rather than
the Bible as the source of authority. The problem was that the man who had been the rst Unitarian
minister in Glasgow, James Yates, was by this stage an important gure in English Unitarianism
and he was a traditionalist. Thus he refused to help raise funds for the radical Glasgow
congregation and so they received little funding from other Unitarian congregations
It seems likely therefore that had there been suf cient funds the congregation would have chosen
Thomson's design which would, like Rochead's, have been Greek in inspiration. Alas, Thomson's
design seems to have been lost. However, Thomson was soon to get a bigger opportunity to
display his genius when his own United Presbyterian congregation decided to build in St Vincent
Street just yards from the Unitarian and which opened three years later in 1859

‘If you become a teacher, by your pupils you'll be taught’
In my early career as a design lecturer in Further
Education, I learned an important lesson about
the teaching / learning experience.
I was assigned to a part-time class which was a
part of a European Initiative to widen access. The
students were a hotch-potch of characters, many
of whom had failed to complete other courses or
who had never had an opportunity to benefit from
further education. I arrived on the first day to be
met with a class of big, tough looking, blackleather clad males, with pierced body parts and
aggressive hair styles.
I don’t mind telling you...I was daunted....in fact I was terrified! I went to the ladies
loo and gave myself a talking to in the mirror - “You are the teacher....you can’t
run away! “ (because that is exactly what I felt like doing!) Well, I forced myself to
go back and we staggered forward together, through the course on poster
design. I was so wet behind the ears, so inexperienced, my expectations of their
abilities were far too high.
At one point, one brave lad said, “Lyanne, we don’t have a f...... clue what you
are talking about!” So I thanked him, amended my language, explained things
more clearly.....and at the end of the day they surprised me on two levels. They
became hard working, committed students and they achieved a high standard of
work....also their outward appearance in no way reflected their true character they were gentle giants, one of the nicest classes I ever had!
My negative expectations about them as students, based on first impressions
were proved wrong....my positive expectations (although based on inexperience),
that they could achieve a decent standard of work, were proved correct. At the
end of the course I confessed how scary I had found them on that first day, and
they were appalled.
My lack of experience, and naively high expectations, had almost accidentally,
lifted them to a level which amazed my Head of Dept! One of this class continued
on, right through the system, ending up with a degree in graphic design and a
successful design career. I met him years later, and he told me that I was the first
teacher in his life, who believed in him and expected him to succeed. That kind of
feedback in teaching is as rare as hens’ teeth!
Lyanne Mitchell
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Loneliness is a state of min
That eats out the heart of the one assigned
Aloneness now is a different stat
Known by those who watch and wai
Whose strength is in their inner selves
And deeply in it they may delve;
Which loneliness breeds wretched pity
In country, town or busy city
It is an inward looking thing
Where love for others soon takes win
And centres all upon self onl
With thoughts of ‘Oh but I am lonely
Barbara Grant (on the right) is pictured here along with
Chris Cunningham, Douglas Webster, and Rita Simpson,
on top of Crookston Castle in 1986/7. Crookston Castle
is the only castle in Glasgow and was used as a lookout
in WW2, when the metal staircase was installed.

Aloneness looks beyond and out
And sees that others are about
Not worries at the lack of neighbours
To share their pastimes and their labour
Life’s not lived to ourselves along
Or buried away as dog hides bon
But shared by as many as one can nd
With tastes of similar states of mind

The poem “Aloneness” was included in the 2008
centenary newsletter of the Women’s League. Sheena
Bluer sent us these details, the photo, and the poem by
Barbara Grant, who was a kindly and friendly lady who
Sheena admired.

Life is for living and brightly too
Discarding the old and embracing the ne
Not stagnating and waiting as many do
For life to catch up and wait on you.
Barbara L. Grant

Homeless charities mentioned in Barbara Clifford’s sermon on 5th
December 202
Emmaus: <emmaus.org.uk>. This is the charity which the Women’s League has adopted
for its annual Project — fundraising and information about the organisation and the needs
it serves. Barbara asks that anyone who wishes to support this charity send their donation
via the WL Project Treasurer: Ms Susan Holt, 45 Burrswood Ave, Bury. BL9 5HW
St Mungo’s Homeless Charity: <mungos.org
The Simon Community Scotland: <simonscotland.org>
The Big Issue: <bigissue.com
Help The Homeless: <help-the-homeless.org.uk>
The Wayside Club: <www.thewaysideclubcentre.co.uk
Shelter: <scotland.shelter.org.uk
The Invisibles. <seetheinvisibles.co.uk
The Salvation Army: <salvationarmy.org.uk>
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Aloneness

Contributed by Barbara Clifford

Contributed by Lyanne Mitchell
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